Formation of Deformation-Induced Products in a Metastable-β Titanium Alloy during High Temperature Compression
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Abstract: A metastable-β titanium alloy, Ti-10V-3Fe-3Al (wt. %), was subjected to thermo-mechanical processing including the compression test at 725 °C, which is below the β transus temperature (780 °C), and at strain rate of 10⁻³ s⁻¹. The presence of phases was determined using transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction. Although the dynamic recovery took place together with slip, both deformation-induced α” martensite and ω were detected as other operating mechanisms for the first time in metastable-β titanium alloy deformed in α + β region. The volume fraction of stress-induced α” was higher than that of the same alloy deformed at room temperature due to a higher strain applied. Stress-induced twinning was not operational, which could be related to the priority of slip mechanism at high temperature resulted from thermally-assisted nucleation and lateral migration of kink-pairs.
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1. Introduction

Owing to the fact that metastable-β titanium alloys have shown excellent mechanical properties such as high strength to weight ratio, a good merger of toughness and fatigue resistance [1,2], they are widely used in aerospace industry, such as landing gear, air frame and thick section parts which should be forged for the application [3–5].

Production of thick section parts from metastable-β titanium alloys is one of the main challenges of the aerospace industry [3]. Near-net-shape hot forging is an economic manufacturing method for producing large components which results in coveted mechanical properties [6]. Nonetheless, metastable-β titanium alloys, such as Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) (hereafter designed as Ti-10-2-3) utilised in landing gear of Boeing 777, are generally easily affected by small variation in both temperature and strain rate [7]. Therefore, studies have been focused on the hot deformation mechanisms and microstructural evolution under different deformation conditions in order to optimise processing parameters and mechanical properties of metastable-β titanium alloys [8–12].

The studies have shown that the main hot deformation mechanisms in Ti-10-2-3 deformed at above β transus temperature and strain rates from 0.001 to 10 s⁻¹ are both dynamic recovery (DRV)
and dynamic recrystallisation (DRX) [13–16]. Akanuma et al. [17] studied the effect of hot deformation on athermal α” formation for Ti-10-2-3 alloy. After hot compression at 900 °C and 1000 °C, and at strain rates exceeding 0.1 s⁻¹, athermal α” martensite appeared in the microstructure of the alloy. The contribution of the dislocation stored energy to the chemical potential gave rise to the transformation of β matrix to the athermal α”. Lei et al. [11] similarly concluded that the higher the mechanical instability of β phase that resulted from the deformation above β transus temperature, the more athermal α” martensite forms. However, limited studies have been conducted on hot deformation of metastable titanium alloys below the β transus temperature. Balasubrahmanyam and Prasad [16] reported that the stress-strain curves of Ti-10-2-3 with fine duplex α + β microstructure at temperature lower than β transus temperature and low strain rates (10⁻³ s⁻¹) exhibited steady state behaviour, while at higher strain rate (10 and 100 s⁻¹) the alloy exhibited continuous flow softening behaviour. Jackson et al. [7] revealed that at forging temperature of 750 °C, dynamic recrystallisation is the main process in Ti-10-2-3 with coarse β grains containing a large amount of Widmanstätten α plates.

In the last decade attention has been focused on the formation and operation of both twinning and phase transformation mechanisms including stress-induced α” martensite and stress-induced ω during deformation of metastable-β titanium alloys at room temperature, such as Ti-10-2-3 [18,19], Ti-10V-3Fe-3Al-0.27O (wt. %) [20], Ti-8.0Mo-3.9Nb-2.0V-3.1Al (wt. %) [21], β-Cez alloy [22] and Ti-12 Mo (wt. %) [23,24]. Depending on the beta phase stability and stress conditions (strain rate, strain path, etc.), the operation of ⟨332⟩⟨113⟩β and ⟨112⟩⟨111⟩β twinning systems and/or phase transformations of β → α” martensite and β → ω phase could be activated. The majority of research on transformation-induced plasticity and twinning-induced plasticity in metastable-β titanium alloys was carried out at room temperature. Only a limited amount of mechanical testing was conducted at elevated temperatures. Duerig et al. [19] have shown that with decreasing the tensile test temperature from 250 °C to 20 °C, the triggering stress required to initiate α” martensite formation in Ti-10-2-3 alloy was continuously decreasing in correlation with the beta phase stability decrease followed by a sharp increase at the temperature below 20 °C.

In this study, a metastable-β Ti-10V-3Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy (Ti-10-3-3), produced by the cost-effective blended elemental powder metallurgy technique, as described in [25], is investigated after hot deformation at the temperature below the β transus temperature (753 °C ≤ Tβ ≤ 806 °C [26]) and at low strain rate followed by water quenching. Owing to the fact that Fe has the fastest diffusivity among the elements used in Ti-10-3-3, and thus improves the powder compact density during sintering [25], the percentage of Fe in the studied alloy is intentionally increased by 1 wt. %. This leads to the increased β phase stability due to increased Mo equivalent [27], which can affect the formation of stress-induced products. V is the main alloying element in the studied alloy and binary Ti-V alloys exhibit isomorphous-type phase diagram [27]. Accordingly, the studied alloy is likely a β-isomorphous alloy due to high V content. Depending on the processing schedule, this alloy could have at ambient temperature either a fully β microstructure on fast cooling from β phase region or α + β phases following a slow cooling or holding below the β transus temperature. This study reports on the concurrent formation of deformation-induced α” martensite and ω, and discusses the reason for this.

2. Materials and Methods

Vacuum arc remelting was used for producing the master alloy whose chemical composition is Ti-62.5V-18.75Fe-18.75Al (wt. %) after which the produced master alloy was milled to reach the powder with less than 40 µm particle size. Then the master alloy in powder state was blended with base titanium powder which had fine particle size (r < 100 µm) and contained 3.5 wt. % hydrogen to produce Ti-10-3-3 alloy. In the next step, the powders were die-pressed under 640 MPa pressure at room temperature to make the green compact with 10 × 10 × 70 mm³ dimensions. The green compact was sintered under vacuum for four hours at 1250 °C. At the end of this process, the samples were cooled down in the furnace.
After sintering, 10 mm in length by 8 mm in diameter samples were machined and thermo-mechanically processed using a 3500 Gleeble thermo-mechanical simulator (DSI, Poestenkill, USA). In the first, the samples were heated at 10 °C s⁻¹ to 900 °C, held for 120 s, then cooled down to 850 °C at 20 °C s⁻¹ where 25% reduction in length was applied to reduce the porosity. Then, the samples were cooled at 20 °C s⁻¹ to 725 °C and held for 600 s to form α phase. Finally, the samples were compressed at a constant rate of 10⁻³ s⁻¹ to 60% length reduction and immediately water quenched to room temperature (Figure 1).

Microstructure observation was performed at the centre of the sample cross-section ((Normal Direction (ND)) × (Compression Direction (CD) plane)) using a JEOL-JSM 7001F Field Emission Gun-Scanning Electron Microscope (FEG-SEM) (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at 15 kV voltage and 10 mm working distance. Thin 0.3 mm slices were cut perpendicular to the compression direction using electric discharge machine. They were mechanically thinned down to ~0.12 mm thickness. 3 mm diameter discs were punched out. By using twin jet electropolishing method with an electrolyte containing 5–7% of perchloric acid and methanol, thin foils for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared at −40 °C. TEM was performed on a probe-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope JEOL ARM200F (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operated at 200 kV, equipped with a cold field emission gun.

To identify the present phases, a PANalytical X’Pert PRO Multipurpose diffractometer (MPD) (PANanalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) filtered with Ni-monochromator was used. The diffraction pattern from a disc sample (~14 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness) was obtained over the 2θ range of 30–90° under a continuous scanning mode. The step size and the acquisition time were 0.01° and 490 s, respectively. The XRD profile was used to calculate the volume fraction of phases by means of direct comparison method [28].

3. Results

The response of compression test at 725 °C (below the β transus temperature of ~780 °C) and at strain rate of 10⁻³ s⁻¹ is shown in Figure 2. A typical true stress-true strain curve shows continuous flow softening after rapid increase up to a maximum stress of ~150 ± 0.4 MPa at 0.07 strain, which is usual response for β titanium alloys deformed at a temperature slightly below β transus (nearly 100 °C) [6,11,29,30]. Although flow softening has been reported for Ti-10-2-3 alloy deformed above the β transus temperature [11,13], the tendency of β titanium alloys deformed below the transus temperature towards flow softening is stronger [11,30].
The continuous and uniform reduction of stress flow after the maximum value of the stress demonstrates that the effect of softening was higher than that of hardening. Hot deformed alloys are usually softened by dynamic recovery (DRV) and/or by dynamic recrystallization (DRX). During the former, the dislocations formed during deformation are easily annihilated and readily rearranged as arrays, leading to the formation of subgrains with low angle boundaries, whereas new strain-free grains are formed during DRX [24]. It has been reported that since at low strain rate, such as $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, the time required for DRV and DRX is adequate, the softening mechanism is predominant [11].

The microstructure consists of elongated $\beta$ grains decorated with $\alpha$ formed during 600 s holding at 725 °C before deformation (Figure 3). Some of these grain boundary $\alpha$ precipitates are fragmented as a result of deformation, and finer intergranular $\alpha$ is also present.

Due to the breaking up the lamellar $\alpha$ acting as barriers to the dislocations, flow softening occurs in Ti alloys [31,32]. Fine scale bright contrast $\beta$ subgrains within elongated ones are also visible in Figure 3. Similar formation of equiaxed $\beta$ subgrains of ~5 µm size was reported after compression deformation of 1023 alloy at 760 °C and $10^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ strain rate [31].

The XRD profile (Figure 4) shows the presence of $\beta$, $\alpha$, $\omega$ and $\alpha''$ peaks. The volume fractions of $\beta$, $\alpha$, $\omega$ and $\alpha''$ were calculated to be 0.760, 0.107, 0.056 and 0.073, respectively.
The lattice parameters of the β matrix (\(a = 0.328\) nm, body centred cubic, bcc), α precipitates (hexagonal close packed, \(a = 0.295\) nm, \(c = 0.468\) nm), ω phase (hexagonal close packed, \(a = 0.287\) nm, \(c = 0.425\) nm) and α” (orthorhombic, \(a = 0.326\) nm, \(b = 0.499\) nm, \(c = 0.392\) nm) calculated from XRD results, are in good agreement with those reported in the literature [27–29].

As a result of heavy deformation (60% reduction in the length of the sample) at 725 °C, coarse slip bands, which are one of the forms of localized deformation [33], were produced in the β matrix (Figure 5a). To the best of our knowledge, we report for the first time the formation of stress-induced α” (Figure 5b) and stress-induced ω (Figure 5c) during hot deformation in β + α region. The inset in Figure 5b depicts a selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) along the [002]_ω zone axis. (T10) spot of stress-induced α” appear near to that from (T10) of β. The orientation relationship between α” martensite and β matrix follow the typical relationship, (T10)_β // (T10)_α and [T13]_β // [002]_α – [34,35]. Thin lamellar-like morphology of stress-induced ω is depicted in Figure 5c. Figure 5d is a dark field (DF) image showing the presence of athermal ω (ω_{ath}) with ellipsoidal/spherical morphology, which presumably formed on cooling to room temperature of the deformed sample. The SADP shown in the (inset of Figure 5d) demonstrates the sharp β reflections which are consistent with a bcc structure, and the faint reflections at 1/3 and 2/3 [112]_β positions which are features of ω_{ath} [36]. Both types of ω (insets in Figure 5c,d) illustrate the typical (111)_β // (0001)_ω and [0\bar{T}1]_β // [1\bar{T}20]_ω orientation relationship with β matrix [37,38].
The amount of $\alpha''$ martensite formed in this study is nearly 2% higher than that formed after room temperature compression to 0.4 strain of the same Ti-10-3-3 alloy quenched from 725 °C [33,34]. This is despite the stability of $\beta$ matrix deformed at 725 °C (near $\beta$ transus temperature) being higher than that of $\beta$ parent at room temperature [41]. This difference can be related to the higher amount of true strain (0.9 compared to 0.4) which has been applied in this study.

Liu et al. [42] proposed the following Equation (1) for the free energy change of $\Delta G^\beta \rightarrow \alpha''$ (the transformation of $\beta$ parent to the stress-induced $\alpha''$):

$$
\Delta G^\beta \rightarrow \alpha'' = (\Delta H^\beta \rightarrow \alpha'' - T \Delta S^\beta \rightarrow \alpha'') + \Delta E_{el} + \Delta E_{tr} - \frac{1}{\rho} \sigma \varepsilon_{tr} - \left(\frac{1}{2\rho}\right)(\sigma^2/E_{\alpha''}) - (\sigma^2/E_{\beta}),
$$

where, $\Delta H^\beta \rightarrow \alpha''$ is the difference in enthalpy, $T$ is the test temperature and $\Delta S^\beta \rightarrow \alpha''$ represents the change in entropy. $(\Delta H^\beta \rightarrow \alpha'' - T \Delta S^\beta \rightarrow \alpha'')$ is widely introduced as the chemical free energy change during the phase transformation. Owing to the fact that both $\Delta H^\beta \rightarrow \alpha'' < 0$ and $\Delta S^\beta \rightarrow \alpha'' < 0$ [42], increasing the test temperature from room temperature to 725 °C raises the chemical free energy change, so it makes the $\beta \rightarrow \alpha''$ transformation more difficult. Atoms are located at (0,0,0), (a/2,b/2,0), (0,2b/3,c/2), (a/2,b/6,c/2) in orthorhombic stress-induced $\alpha''$, while the $\beta$ parent has a bcc
structure [19]. According to the lattice parameters mentioned earlier for β matrix and stress-induced α″, the volume change resulted from transformation of β to stress-induced α″ is nearly 80%, so the internal elastic energy term ∆E_int is an important factor and it increases the free energy. The term $\frac{1}{\rho} \sigma \varepsilon_{tr}$ (σ: uniaxial stress, $\varepsilon_{tr}$: transformation strain and $\rho$: phase density) which is the force-displacement work related to the transformation owing to the lattice distortion of α″, which does not alter notably with temperature. Although both $E_{\alpha''}$ (Young’s modulus of stress-induced α″) and $E_{\beta}$ (Young’s modulus of β) decrease with raising the temperature, the elastic term $(1/2\rho) [(\sigma^2/E_{\alpha''}) − (\sigma^2/E_{\beta})]$ contributes to the formation of the stress-induced α″ because it has been assumed that $E_{\alpha''}$ is significantly different from $E_{\beta}$ [43]. Thus, the energy which is released due to the difference in $E_{\alpha''}$ and $E_{\beta}$ decreases $\Delta G^\beta \to \alpha''$ and assists in the formation of stress-induced α″. The term $\delta E_{\text{irr}}$ is the irreversible energy required for overcoming the internal friction to phase boundary movement. Furthermore, at high temperature (725 °C) the stability of β matrix is far higher than that of β matrix at the room temperature. Consequently, increasing the temperature of transformation from room temperature to 725 °C raises the amount of $\delta E_{\text{irr}}$ leading to the increase of $\Delta G^\beta \to \alpha''$. As a result, the transformation of β matrix to stress-induced α″ martensite at 725 °C is more difficult than that of β matrix deformed at room temperature, so the higher amount of deformation (0.9 compared to 0.4) is required at high temperature to obtain a deformation-induced α″.

In this study, two kinds of ω phase were noticed: (1) nanosized spherical or ellipsoidal particles (ω_m) (Figure 5d) that have been observed to occur on accelerated cooling in metastable-β titanium alloys [18,20,38] and (2) lamellae ω (stress-induced ω) (Figure 5c) which has been reported in titanium alloys after plastic deformation [23,44,45]. Shuffle of atoms in [112]β planes in the direction of (111) has been suggested as the formation mechanism for both ω types [44]. However, Hsiumg et al. [45] reported the glide of partial dislocations of 1/3⟨111⟩, 1/6⟨111⟩ and 1/12⟨111⟩, which are formed from 1/2⟨111⟩ perfect dislocation, as the formation mechanism of stress-induced ω.

Besides, due to the stability of β matrix at 725 °C, slip of dislocations (Figure 5a) is one of the major deformation mechanisms detected in Ti-10-3-3 alloy, while twinning mechanism reported by Ahmed et al. [18,20] for Ti-10-3-3 deformed at room temperature was not observed. In materials with bcc crystal structures, a/2⟨111⟩ dislocation is split into three fractional a/6⟨111⟩ dislocations, which initially glide along their individual [112]β planes under the resolved shear stress and then cross-slip onto the most stressed [112]β plane to form a twin nucleus [46,47]. As at low temperatures, the mobility of dislocations is reduced, the twinning is favoured contrarily to the high temperature where the mobility of dislocations is high favouring their slip; which proceeds by the thermally-assisted nucleation and lateral migration of kink-pairs [48,49]. As a result, in this study, the high temperature of deformation can be the main reason of the absence of twinning as the deformation mechanism.

5. Conclusions

To summarise, while the main deformation mechanisms for the Ti-10-3-3 alloy deformed ($\varepsilon = 0.9$) at 725 °C (below β transus temperature of 780 °C) and strain rate of $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ were DRV and slip, both deformation-induced α′ martensite and ω were detected for the first time in metastable-β titanium alloy deformed in $\alpha + \beta$ region. Twinning was not observed in this study, which could be associated with the proceeding of slip at high temperature through nucleation and lateral movement of kink-pairs.
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